
MAT2500-05 22F Quiz 4 
Show all work, including mental steps, in a clearly organized way that spcaks for itself. Use proper mathematical 
notation, 1DENTIFYIN� expressions by their proper symbols (introducing them if nccessary), and use EQUAL 
sIGNS and arrows when appropriate. Always SIMPLIFY expressions. BOX final short answers. LABEL parts of 
problem. Keep answers EXACT (but give decimal approximations for interpretation), Indicate where technology is 
used and what type (Maple. GC). Only use technology to CHECK hand calculations, not substitute for them. 

Print Namc (Last, First) 

Given the vector-valued function r(t) = 

(-21.1 +3, 4?+7) for the domain t=-1..3 (no credit for 

unidentificd expressions): 
a) Evaluate 7), 7*(). |7o1, TO) and remember to simplify your 

results. 
b) Evaluate 7(2 ), 7 (2), 7"(2), T(2) and remember to simplify your 

results. 
c) Evaluate the exact angle 0 in radians between (2) and r"(2) and 

a single decimal place approximation in degrees. Does it seem 

compatible with the figure, which shows the position vector from the 

origin, the first and second derivatives and the latter's projections with 

respect to the unit tangent? 
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d) Write the simplified equation for the plane through (2) containing the first and second derivatives there as 
shown in the figure. What is its distance of this plane from the origin to 3 decimal places? [How do we find the 

distance between a point and a plane?] 
e) Evaluate the vector projections a and a of a=r"(2) along f'(2). 

solution 

) -26, 1+4, zt*26*>b) ra= < 224, 1t6, j8t4 

F <2t-2, 3, t+t) 

2, O 2t+1 

=2O+g2+¬++)2 

<o 7, 1AB> 

cl2)= < 2(7)-2, 3, 4+2> = <2,3,6> 

(= N+9+3L= 7 

T=4 <7,3,4> 
43tt4 

+9 

+t42t3 +4 

=St+24+tf-tut 3 

C)"2)'= 1477 =97*FT4*7 3 
41(4Ft1=yStT4 TV destachon 

<2,0) 5 
2t-2,3, ttt2 

Jt 234St-Btt3 

c) nhcd 

cos6 Tla. f= 4 (2307 AS)= 4+50 ) = 

aros G 25.6"|Looer liee ó the dag van, so yes 
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d) O n ): 
o2)= <o,7, 14/8 =<d,2i, 14) = o, 3,2> 

R2) x" () = <a3, 6 x 2,0157 

Maple 15, 2,-6= 5 

O=S2,-67 ( x-0,y-2, 2-14/ 
15(x) +2(y-7) -%(E-14) 

1Sx +29-62 - 1f+28 15x+2y-63=14) 

14 

xF<IS, IS2-7xo,312 
I524 413 

(C-2)= - d= Inxol s*o.8600 
3N 26S 

2S 

ea )= <7,0.s 
Te) a 4(131) (2:°,57= 4 (4+30) = 

au G TU2)= <a3Je7 = / 7,3162=(8,02 Z04 
9 

aa-r S7-S12 204 
49 

Ko107 41 
49 mople 
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